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Knowledgeable Collierville DUI Lawyer
Providing fierce defense when you need it most
Few things are as reprehensible as driving under the influence. Society in general and
state law enforcement agencies in particular have made a concerted effort to crack
down on drunk driving.
Yet even people who are ordinarily responsible can find themselves charged with a
DUI offense. Bill Hagan, a knowledgeable DUI lawyer in Collierville, stands ready and
able to provide a fierce criminal defense should you ever find yourself in a DUI
situation.

Digging deep to get at the truth
Not all DUI charges are the same. It is true that most states consider a blood alcohol
level of 0.08 to be above the legal limit, but that is not necessarily a reliable
indicator. Sometimes ordinary, seemingly harmless substances – such as pain killers,
cold medicine and even mouthwash – can raise a person’s blood alcohol content.
There may also be issues with the device used to measure your blood alcohol content,
or the person performing the test may not have been properly trained.
Tenacious Collierville criminal lawyer Bill Hagan questions every detail of a DUI
charge in order to identify what really happened. Then, he carefully and diligently
prepares a tough, uncompromising defense on your behalf.
Without a doubt, the consequences of a DUI charge can be severe. You should never
face them alone. Collierville DUI lawyer Bill Hagan determines the best DUI defense to
help you avoid the serious consequences of a DUI, which can include:
• Jail time
• Community service
• Fines
• Loss of your driver’s license

Collierville DUI attorney Bill Hagan does not stop fighting
for you
A DUI conviction goes on your record and potentially jeopardizes your future. It
affects your employment status, results in higher insurance fees and raises the
penalties for any future offenses.
If you are convicted of DUI, Bill Hagan fights for a reduced sentence. He also works to
help you obtain a restricted driver’s license.

A tough, trusted attorney in Collierville, Germantown, Memphis and all of
Western Tennessee
The Collierville Law Firm is conveniently located at 380 New Byhalia Road in
Collierville. When you need an experienced DUI defense attorney in Collierville or the
greater Memphis metro region, contact us online or call 901-614-0318 to find out if we
are the right firm for you. Time is of the essence in your DUI case. We are available

during regular business hours and in the evenings by appointment for your added
convenience.
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